CTT 250 clarification

Pete Pinney <pppinney@alaska.edu>  
To: Rainer Newberry <rjnewberry@alaska.edu>  
Cc: Jayne Harvie <jbharvie@alaska.edu>  

Tue, Dec 13, 2011 at 10:44 AM

I called Anita after receiving the following information regarding CTT 250 from Mario Gho (program head for CTT):

Because our courses have a large hands-on components, how about a guideline that at least one-third of the credits will come from the lab portion.  
So our breakdown would be Lecture 1-3, Lab 0.5-1.5, or (1-3, 0.5-1.5).

Anita says that will work, and each course would specify the exact numbers as the section is created.

-pete
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